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Abstract

This thesis reports on a study on the implementation of stochastic learning. used to train a
multi-layer feed-forward neural network.

The thesis consists of two parts. First three stochastic learning algorithms are examined
and compared: Alopex. Stochastic Weight Perturbation. and Local Search. For comparison
these algorithms were applied to train small neural networks. The best results were
obtained for the latter two algorithms. For the implementation a modified Local Search
algorithm is proposed. The second part of the thesis concerns the implementation of the
proposed learning algorithm. This implementation consists of two chips: one to
update/perturb the weights. and the other to calculate the error energy and to detennine
whether the stop criterium is satisfied. Of this latter chip PSPICE simulation results are
given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An artificial neural network is a mimic of the biological neural network of the human
brain. It has been studied in order to achieve human-like performance in solving problems
with complex, incomplete or seemingly unrelated data which cannot be solved efficiently
by conventional programming techniques.

The power of neural networks lies in their computational speed and ability to provide a
greater degree of robustness or fault tolerance. Because neural networks are formed and
operate concurrently, they are able to perform complex computations simultaneously and
rapidly. Because a network consists of a number of neurons (simple processing elements),
the network is able to maintain its regular performance, even when a few neurons or their
interconnections are damaged.

The most important property of a neural network is its learning ability. A learning
algorithm is used to train the network a mapping between the input and output space by
adjusting its parameters. Two types of learning algorithms are generally used in training
the network: supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning requires an
external feedback of error signals after each mapping. Unsupervised learning does not
require any- external feedback during the training process.

At the Eindhoven University of Technology (WE), the group Electronic Circuit Design is
working on the electronic implementation of multi-layer feed-forward neural networks,
using stochastic supervised learning, which trains a network in parallel and does not need
any knowledge of the structure of the network.

In this thesis three stochastic learning algorithms with their modifications will be
compared: local search, Alopex, and stochastic weight perturbation. The algorithms are
applied to small problems and for a modified local search algorithm, the
designfunplementation of the circuitry needed to calculate the error signal and the structure
of the implementation of the learning algorithm is treated.

In chapter 2 a short introduction into artificial neural networks is given. Chapter 3
discusses the stochastic learning algorithms. The design/implementation of the circuitry
needed to calculate the error signal and the structure of the implementation of a modified
local search algorithm are treated in chapter 4 and 5, respectively. The thesis ends with
conclusions and recommendations in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Artificial neural network

A neural network consists of [1], [2], [3]:

• processing elements, called neurons or nodes;

• (neural) network topology;

• learning algorithm.

The neurons are connected to each other according to the network topology and a learning
algorithm is used to train the network a mapping between the input and output space.
Below, these items are discussed in more detail. As topology, the multi-layer
feed-forward neural network is explained. Learning algorithms are treated generally.
Specific learning algorithms are given in chapter 3.

2.1 Basic model of a neuron

The processing elements are based on the biological nerve cell. Figure 2.1 shows a
mathematical model of the biological nerve cell. The mathematical model operates in a
comparable fashion as the biological nerve cell, but has a different appearance.

X WI
1

x Y
n

Figure 2.1. Mathematical model of the biological nerve cell, with N input signals.
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In this model, each synapse multiplies its input signal Xj by its weight Wi' The neuron
sums the weighted input signals, adds a bias e, and passes the result through a transfer
function f:

(2.1)

The transfer function should be monotonously and has to saturate for both infinite positive
and negative input values. Figure 2.2 shows four frequently used transfer functions.
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Figure 2.2 Four possible neuron transfer functions.
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2.2 Multi-layer feed-forward neural network

A multi-layer feed-forward neural network is a topology where the neurons are organized
in layers. The inputs of neurons in a layer are only and fully connected with the outputs of
neurons in the preceding layer, except the fIrst layer. These inputs are the inputs of the
neural network. Figure 2.3 shows the topology of a multi-layer feed-forward neural
network.

X3 Y3

input layer hidden layer 1 hidden layer 2 output layer

Figure 2.3 Multi-layer feed{orward neural network.

The signals at the input of the network are processed and propagated from one layer to the
next. The layers are divided into three groups. The input layer, which propagates the input
signals, the output layer, which consists of neurons computing the output signals, and the
hidden layers. The number of neurons can be different per layer. When this topology is
used, the network is referred to by the number of neurons per layer. So, the network
shown in figure 2.3 is referred to as a 3-3-2-3 neural network.

The complexity of the mapping that can be approximated, is determined by the number of
layers in the neural network and the number of neurons per layer. The amount of layers
and the amount of neurons in the layers can be changed, resulting in a mapping with
perhaps less layers or total amount of neurons. It has been proven that a three-layer neural
network suffices for any continuous mapping of the input space to the output space.
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2.3 Learning algorithm

To perfonn a desired mapping, the values of the weights and the biases in the neural
network are optimized by a learning algorithm. There are two types of learning
algorithms: supervised and unsupervised learning.

Supervised learning presents both input patterns and desired output patterns to the
network. After each trial, the algorithm compares the network output patterns with the
desired output patterns, adapts the weights and biases according to certain update rules,
and tries again, iterating until the output errors reach an acceptable level.

Unsupervised learning presents only the input patterns to the network, and the actual
output patterns are not compared with the desired output patterns. The algorithm self
organizes the input patterns and discovers its features, regularities, and correlations in the
input patterns.

Stochastic supervised learning will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic training of a multi-layer feed
forward neural network

Our attention is focused on one kind of supervised learning: stochastic learning.
In principle stochastic learning changes all weightsl randomly and keeps the changes if
the error energy is decreased, otherwise the updates are rejected. Some stochastic learning
algorithms accept an increase in error energy according to a pre-chosen probability, in
order to escape from local energy minima [4].

From an implementational viewpoint, stochastic learning has some advantages over the
popular supervised learning algorithm, backpropagation [5]:

•

•

The weight updates are random perturbations, instead of explicitly
calculated gradients of the error energy with respect to the weights.
Therefore, stochastic learning does not need any knowledge of the network
topology and both the transfer and error energy function are not limited to
differentiable functions.

A backward path, which has to be very accurate, is not needed to update
the weights.

In this chapter, three learning algorithms are discussed. Each algorithm is tested on the
parity 2 problem, better known as the XOR problem. One algorithm is also tested on the
parity 3 and parity 4 problem. For all tests the neural network was a multi-layer feed
forward neural network with a sigmoid transfer function, see fig. 2. For the tests one or
more of the following error energy functions were used:

Mean Square Error function (EMSJ:

1 P J

EMSE=-*E E(T/_y/)2
PI p-I j-I

Mean Square Root Error function (EMStuJ:

I In this chapter the biases e are treated as normal synapses, with input value 1.
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Mean Logarithm Error function (EMLIJ:

1 P J

EMLE='::-*E E(l-T/J*log(l-Y/J+T/*logy/
PJ p ..lj•.t

for T/ E {O,l} (3.3)

Where: T - target output;
y - actual output;
P - amount of training samples;
J - amount of network outputs.

Note that the EMll can only be used with {O,l} as (discrete) target outputs.

In the next three paragraphs, descriptions of a number of stochastic algorithm are given
followed by the simulation results and the conclusions.

3.1 Local search

Description:

The local search (LS) algorithm, which has also been published as chemotax [6] and as
random optimization method (ROM) [7], [8], uses the random optimization method of
Matyas [9] to train the network a mapping. Table 1 describes the algorithm in pseudo
Pascal:

procedure local search;
initialize weight vector wand the variance ~;

determine error energy E(w);
repeat
generate a normal random vector /i with zero mean and variance ~;

determine E(w+/i);
if E(w+/i)-E(w) <°
then accept the perturbed weight vector,

w:=w+/i;
E(w)=E(w+/i);

else do not accept the perturbed weight vector;
until stop criterium is reached;

Table 1. Local search learning algorithm

Because the algorithm consists of one if-then-else statement in a loop cycle, LS is a rather
simple algorithm. To fmd the optimum configuration, the algorithm explores the
neighbourhood of the current weight vector w, to select a better configuration
(weight vector w+/i) with a lower error energy.
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When the stop criterium is reached. the optimization procedure is stopped.
The stop criterium defines: the maximum allowed difference between the actual and the
desired output pattern. and the maximum permitted number of training epochs.

The algorithm. as described in table 1. has just one parameter: the variance ~ of the
normal distribution.

However. because the stop criterium defmes the maximum permitted number of training
epochs. the algorithm can get trapped in a local minimum. In order to escape from local
minima. a probability can be added to the algorithm to accept an increase in error energy
in a controllable fashion. The probability should be placed in the if-then-else statement,
after else. Hopefully during training. the configuration of the neural network moves toward
the global minimum. So. the chance of accepting an increase in error energy should also
decrease during training. This means. that during training the variance of the probability
must decrease.

As probability. two kinds of distributions can be used: the Boltzmann and Cauchy
distribution.

Boltzmann:

P 1
a 1 E(w+A)-E(w)

+exp T

T- a
10g(1 +0' *epoch)

Cauchy:

p T
a T 2+(E(w+A)-E(w»2

T- y
1+0'*epoch

(3.4)

(3.5)

Where: T - temperature;
epoch - iteration number;
a.y.O' - constants.

Only the iteration number and error energy are needed to calculate the probabilities.
It should be mentioned that at each iteration. both probabilities are only one time
calculated and are applied to all weights. In literature the use of the Boltzmann
distribution for accepting an increase in error energy. is referred to as (classical) simulated
annealing (CSA). and the use of the Cauchy distribution as fast simulated annealing
(FSA). T is the variance of the distributions. but for historical reasons T is called
temperature. The constants a. y and 0' determine the decrease of the temperature. and
according to [10]. [11] should be: a=25. 1=100. and O'=ur2

•
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Simulation:

The LS algorithm was applied to the XOR problem with the use of EMLE and/or EMSE as
error function. Table 2 presents the simulation results with LS, as described in table 1, for
several variances ~, to generate the perturbation weight vector Ii.

Table 2. Simulation results training XOR problem with LS, described as in table 1, for
several error measures and variances ~. Parameters: -0.3 ~ Willit ~ +03 with uniform
probability, input = [-I,+IJ, target output = [O,+IJ, number of trails = 100, stop
criterium : difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network
did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

XOR, 2-2-1 NETWORK ERROR MEASURE

EMLE EMSE

~ mean convergence mean convergence
# epochs % # epochs %

0.05 1166 90 1193 94

0.1 656 80 706 80

0.2 403 73 423 73

0.4 269 57 290 71

0.6 230 66 249 64

0.8 209 53 266 66

1.0 199 54 227 64

1.2 192 59 293 65

1.4 204 65 291 63

1.6 226 57 227 62

1.8 211 62 276 70

An increase of the variance increases the neighbourhood of the current configuration,
explored by LS to fmd a better configuration. Therefore, at small values, the mean number
of epochs decrease, when the variance increases. At high values, an increase of the
variance has nearly no effect on the mean number of epochs, because LS moves/jumps too
easy over a configuration with lower error energy. For the same reason, the percentage of
converged runs decreases when the variance increases.

Very small perturbations may influence the error energy just a little bit. Hence, the LS
algorithm is modified, all weights are now simultaneously perturbed by a constant Bwith
a random sign. From an electronic implementational viewpoint this has the
advantage, that for data storage just one bit is needed per weight, for the sign of the
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perturbation of this weight.

Table 3 contains the simulation results when the modified LS is used, for several B.

Table 3. Simulation results training XOR problem with a modified LS, for several error
measures and B. Parameters: -03 S Willir S ±03 with uniform probability, input =[-1,+1],
target output = [0,+1], number of trails = 100, stop criterium: difference actual and
desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 2000
epochs.

XOR, 2-2-1 NElWORK ERROR MEASURE

EMLE EMSE

B mean convergence mean convergence
# epochs % # epochs %

0.025 1460 95 1457 95

0.05 734 85 817 91

0.1 467 80 489 82

0.15 376 66 380 76

0.2 302 81 325 78

0.3 263 68 269 67

0.4 216 55 263 66

0.6 181 65 227 63

0.8 195 63 223 66

1 185 56 220 57

A comparison of the value of B (table 3) with the same value of ~ (table 2) shows, that
for small Band ~ the mean number of epochs of table 3 are lower, at high Band ~ the
mean number of epochs are nearly the same. Also the minimum value of the mean number
of epochs is nearly the same. The percentages of converged trials are more or less similar.
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Table 4 presents the simulation results when LS (with 0 and random sign) is used, and the
Boltzmann or Cauchy distribution are added to accept an increase in error energy.

Table 4. Simulation results training XOR problem with LS, for several 0 and two kinds of
probability functions to accept an increase in error energy. Parameters: -03 S Wj";, S +03
with uniform probability, input = [-l,+lJ, target output = [O,+lJ, error measure = EMU'
number of trails = 100, a=25, 1=100, CJ=10-2

, stop criterium: difference actual and
desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 5000
epochs.

XOR,
2-2-1 NE1WORK

maximum minimum mean S.D. convergence
# epochs # epochs # epochs %

0=0.1 Boltzmann 3032 749 1403 513 60

Cauchy 689 366 507 75 79

0=0.2 Boltzmann 4223 224 1330 894 70

Cauchy 2081 218 336 218 71

0=0.3 Boltzmann 4998 262 1249 1055 58

Cauchy 4660 169 383 638 73

0=0.4 Boltzmann 4812 176 1715 1313 67

Cauchy 4148 119 455 735 67

0=0.5 Boltzmann 4576 322 1420 1032 63

Cauchy 4731 1030 398 679 72

0=0.6 Boltzmann 4924 163 1138 1142 68

Cauchy 4515 940 446 839 83
).1).: .stane ard lJevlauon

As can be seen, the mean number of epochs of LS with the Cauchy distribution to accept
an increase in error energy is superior to LS with the Boltzmann distribution to accept an
error energy. In most experiments also both S.D. and the percentage converged trials is
better for LS with Cauchy than for LS with Boltzmann.

Compared with the preceding experiments, the mean number of epochs of LS for both
probability distributions are worse. This results from the fact, that due to the probability
distribution, the present configuration moves easier away from the optimum configuration.

Because the temperature influences the distribution, LS with Boltzmann and Cauchy to
accept an increase in error energy were applied to the XOR experiment, for several values
of the temperature parameters. Simulation results are given in tables 5 and 6 for the
Boltzmann distributions and in table 7 and 8 for the Cauchy distribution.
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Table 5. Simulation results training XOR problem using LS with the Boltzmann
distribution to accept an increase in error energy, for several a.
Parameters: -03 ;S; Willit ;S; +03 with uniform probability, B= 03, input = [-1,+1], target
output = [0,+1], error measure = EMLE, number of trails = 100, CJ=1()"2,
stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the
network did not converge, after 5000 epochs.IXOR, 2-2-1 NElWORK I;

I1 12.5 125 137.5 150

maximum # epochs 4843 4635 4998 4765 4470

minimum # epochs 259 298 262 262 210

mean # epochs 1425 1596 1249 1487 1682

S.D. 1036 1191 1055 1115 1134

convergence % 62 61 58 65 58

Table 6. Simulation results training XOR problem using LS with the Boltzmann
distribution to accept an error energy increase, for several CJ.
Parameters: -03 ;S; Willit;S; +0.3 with uniform probability, B= 03, input = [-1,+1], target
output = [0,+1], error measure = EMLE, number of trails = 100, a=25,
stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the
network did not converge, after 5000 epochs.

I XOR, 2-2-1 NElWORK I (J

I1 0.005 1 0.01 1 0.05 1 0.0750.0025

maximum # epochs 4920 4826 4998 4806 4742

minimum # epochs 228 217 262 222 244

mean # epochs 1409 1315 1249 1457 1358

S.D. 1145 1170 1055 1241 807

convergence % 62 60 58 65 57

In table 5 and 6, the optimum temperature values for LS with Boltzmann distribution are
a=25 and CJ=O.OI, which correspond to reference [10], [11]. The influence of both
parameters on both mean number of epochs and percentage converged trials is small.
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Table 7. Simulation results training XOR problem using LS with the Cauchy distribution to
accept an increase in error energy, for several 'Y. Parameters: -0.3 S; Willil S; +0.3 with
uniform probability, 0 = 0.3, input = [-l,+lJ, target output = [O,+lJ,
error measure =EMLE, number of trails =100, (J=10-2

, stop criterium: difference actual
and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 5000
epochs.

IXOR, 2-2-1 NE'IWORK I~5
I1100 1250 1500

maximum # epochs 4800 4660 3108 3620

minimum # epochs 126 169 130 132

mean # epochs 437 383 368 299

S.D. 798 638 488 435

convergence % 80 73 75 63

Table 8. Simulation results training XOR problem using LS with the Cauchy distribution to
accept an increase in error energy, for several (J. Parameters: -0.3 S;Willil S; +0.3 with
uniform probability, 0 = 0.3, input = [-l,+lJ, target output = [O,+lJ,
error measure =EMLE, number of trails =100, "(=100, stop criterium: difference actual
and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 5000
epochs.

XOR, 2-2-1 NE1WORK (J

0.0025 0.005 0.01 0.04

maximum # epochs 3449 2898 4660 3679

minimum # epochs 156 126 169 123

mean # epochs 312 388 383 492

S.D. 389 512 638 619

convergence % 72 71 73 70

At table 7 the mean number of epochs, S.D., and the percentage converged trials increases
when 'Y decreases. One would expect that at low 'Y, both the mean number of epochs and
the percentage of converged trials would correspond to the results of LS without accepting
an increase in error energy, but this is not the case. In table 8 the mean number of epochs
and S.D. increase when (J increases.

In table 7 and 8, the optimum temperature values for LS with Cauchy distribution to
accept an increase in error energy are y=250 and (J=O.0025, which does not correspond to
reference [10], [11]. The influence of both parameters on both mean number of epochs
and percentage converged trials is small.
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Conclusions:

For the experiments executed by us, the following conclusions can be drawn:

•

•

•

•

LS is a rather simple learning algorithm, and accepts only a decrease in
error energy.

Using a constant value with random signs rather than Gaussian
perturbations does not influence the minimum number of epochs and
the percentage of converged trials very much, and needs only one bit per
perturbed weight for data storage.

To accept an increase in error energy two kinds of probability distributions
can be added: Boltzmann or Cauchy. To calculate the probability only
global information is required.

The mean number of epochs is the lowest for LS with constant
perturbations with random signs, followed by LS with Cauchy and finally
LS with Boltzmann. The percentages of converged trials are more or less
similar.

It should be mentioned that the conclusions where drawn, applying the algorithm to a
network with only a few parameters. It is questionable if the conclusions hold for larger
problems/neural networks. In particular, the result that the mean number of epochs for LS
with accepting an increase in error energy are worse compared to LS using a constant 0
with a random sign.
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3.2 Alopex algorithm

Description:

The Alopex algorithm was introduced by Hart and Tzanakou in 1974 [12], and later on
modified by Hart et al. [13]. Table 9 describes the Alopex algorithm in pseudo-Pascal,
the algorithm is described in the most simplified way [14]:

procedure Alopex;
initialize: weight vector WOld' temperature T, the amount N of epochs
where the temperature T is constant and delta weight a;
determine error energy E(wolcJ;
generate a random binary direction vector b;

{bj=+1 : increase weight}
{bj=-1 : decrease weight}

repeat
W:=wo1d + b*a;
determine E(w);
AE:=E(w) - E(wo1cJ;
Pc:=1!( 1 + exp(-AEfI) );
for all bj do
begin
generate a random value r unifonn between 0 and 1;
if Pc > r
then bj:=-bj
else bj:=+bj;

end;
update temperature, T:=<IAEI> over N epochs;

until stop criterium is reached;

Table 9. Alopex learning algorithm

The algorithm changes all weights by a constant a with a random sign, and accepts the
weight changes without any restriction. Subsequently, the algorithm determines if an
update carried out with the same direction (signs of the as) may lead to a configuration of
the network with a lower error energy. If so, the same direction should be taken for the
next update, otherwise the opposite direction.

To determine the next direction Alopex uses a probability with a Boltzmann distribution.
A decrease in error energy (negative AE) results in a probability (l-PJ larger than 0.5 to
take the same direction. An increase in error energy (positive AE) results in a probability
Pc larger than 0.5 to take the opposite direction.

The temperature T is a positive non-zero value, and determines the stochasticity of the
algorithm. If T is too large, the probability Pc is too close to 0.5, and the algorithm takes
random walks in the weight space. If T is too small, the neural network settles in a local
minimum.
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Therefore, the temperature is controlled by a heuristic schedule: T equals the average of
ILlEI over the preceding N epochs. Like LS with probability, Alopex uses only global
information to calculate the probability. Also the stop criterium for Alopex is the same as
for LS.

Alopex has three parameters: Tinil' Nand B. The initial value of T is only used in the fIrst
N epochs of the algorithm. Therefore, Tinil should not substantially affect the algorithm. N
is an empirical parameter, and is chosen between 10 and 100. According to [14], N is not
a very critical parameter, and therefore never optimized. Bis a critical parameter, which
determines the grating of the weight space. According to [14], the best range for Bis
0.001 to 0.01 times the dynamic range of the weights.

Compared with LS, as described in table 1, Alopex has the advantage that all weights are
updated by a constant Bwith random sign. So, for data storage only one bit per weight is
needed. A disadvantage is, that Alopex always needs a probability procedure, which means
more computations than LS.
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Simulations:

The Alopex algorithm was applied to the parity 2 (=XOR), parity 3 and parity 4 problems.
First, it was tried to verify the results of [15],[16]. When this did not succeed, one of the
authors of [15],[16] was contacted. He sent a C program together with the parameters he
used, which corresponded with our Pascal program and parameters. His C program
confIrmed our results. Later on, the authors of [15], [16] published the same results but
with other parameters than where used in [14].

Table 10 contains the simulation results of the training of the XOR problem of reference
[14] and our own results, for several error defInitions.

Table 10. Simulation results training XOR problem of reference [14] and ours with
Alopex, for several error functions. Parameters: -03 ~ Willit ~ +03 with uniform
probability, ~=0.35, T is averaged over N epochs, input = [0,+1], target output = [0,+1],
number of trails = 100, stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every
sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after I epochs.

XOR, ERROR MEASURE
2-2-1 NETWORK

EMLE EMSE EMSRE

mean # conver- mean # conver- mean # conver-
epochs gence epochs gence epochs gence

% % %

Reference [14] 1484 96 478 81 1762 86
1=20000
Tbegin=unknown N=20

1=2000 731 48 764 51 758 60
Tbegin=O.OI N=lO

1=4000 1029 60 1047 49 1124 54
Tbegin=O.OI N=lO

1=2000 703 52 783 51 758 47
Tbegin=lOoo N=lO

1=2000 734 52 837 43 751 45
Tbegin=O.OI N=20

Because our simulations where executed with 1 lower than in reference [14], the
percentage converged trials in our simulations is lower. Comparable, the mean number of
epochs of our simulations does not correspond with the results of reference [14], specially
for EMSE• For example: at 1=4000 and EMLE as error energy measure the mean number of
epochs is 1029; now suppose the difference in the number of converged trails, 96-60=36,
all converged at 4010 epochs. This would increase the mean number of epochs to 2147,
which is much higher than 1484 of reference [14]. Even other values for Tbegin and N does
not change this result.
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In table 10, the input values were 0 or 1. As a result, changing a weight, connected to a
zero input signal does not influence the error energy of the corresponding input pattern.
Hence, simulations were done with -1 and +1 as input signals. Table 11 presents the
simulation results of training the XOR problem for two kinds of input signal defmitions
(input=[O,+I] and input=[-I,+I]).

Table 11. Simulation results training XOR problem with Alopex, for two kinds of input
signal definitions and several error functions. Parameters: -0.3 ~ Willi' ~ +03 with uniform
probability, 5=0.1, T is averaged over 10 epochs, target output = [0,+1], TINgi,. =0.01,
number of trails = 100, stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every
sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

XOR, ERROR MEASURE
2-2-1 NElWORK

EMLE EMSE EMSRE

mean # conver- mean # conver- mean # conver-
epochs gence epochs gence epochs gence

% % %

Input = [0,+1] 748 52 748 60 847 62

Input = [-1,+1] 408 50 473 55 534 53

As can be seen, the use of -1 and +1 instead of 0 and +1 as input signals, changes the
percentage converged trials just a little bit and decreases the mean number of epochs with
approximately 40 %.

The Alopex algorithm, as described in table 9, uses AE rather than the relative error
difference AE/E to determine the next direction. A modified Alopex algorithm, which uses
~E/E everywhere instead of ~E, was tried to train the XOR problem, see table 12.
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Table 12. Simulation results training XOR problem with Alopex, described as in table 9,
and Alopex which uses MIE everywhere instead of M for several error functions.
Parameters: -03 S Willit S +03 with uniform probability, 0=0.1, T is averaged over 10
epochs, Tbegin =0.01, input=[-l,+1], target output = [0,+1], number of trails = 100, stop
criterium: difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network
did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

XOR, ERROR MEASURE
2-2-1 NElWORK

EMLE EMSE EMSRE

mean # conver- mean # conver- mean # conver-
epochs gence epochs gence epochs gence

% % %

Input = [-1,+1] 408 50 473 55 534 53
original

Input =[-1,+1] 473 56 528 70 519 66
~EIE

With the use of ~/E instead of ~, the percentage converged trials is increased. For both
EMLE and EMSE' the gain in percentage converged trials is paid by an increase of the mean
number of epochs.
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Table 13 contains the best simulation results of the training of the parity 3 problem of
reference [16] and our own simulations, for several error definitions.

Table 13. Simulation results training parity 4 problem of reference [16J and ours with
Alopex, described as in table 2, for several error functions.
Parameters: -0.3 :s; Wi,.;/ :s; +03 with uniform probability, T is averaged over N epochs,
target output = [0,+1], number of trails = 100, stop criterium: difference actual and
desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after I epochs.

PARITY 3, ERROR MEASURE
3-3-1 NElWORK

EMLE EMSE EMSRE

mean # conver- mean # conver- mean # conver-
epochs gence epochs gence epochs gence

% % %

Reference [16] 792 - 1874 - 1860 -
0=0.005
input=[O,+1],
1, N, Tbegin=unknown

0=0.1 869 91 793 87 896 97
input=[-1,+1],
1=2000, N=IO,
Tbegin=O·OI

The authors of [16] only describe their best result, which they achieved using 0=0.005.
We tried to verify their results, using our own values for Tbegin, Nand 1. Although Tbegin
and N are not very critical parameters, the simulations never converged for 1 is 2000, 4000
or 6000. Therefore, we tried to get converging simulations, using -1 and +1 as input
values. As can be seen, this led to a strikingly large percentage converged trials. Because
the mean number of epochs of training the XOR problem diminishes, by using [-1,+1] as
input values rather than [0,+1], it is remarkable that for EMLE the mean number of epochs
are nearly the same.

The Alopex algorithm was applied to the parity 4 problem, to verify the result of reference
[14]. Our simulations did never converge (simulations terminated after 10000 epochs), also
not using [0,+1] as input values.
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Conclusions:

For the experiments executed by us, the following conclusions can be drawn:

•

•

•

Our simulation results do not correspond with references [14],[15] and [16].

The use of [-1,+1] instead of [0,+1] decreases the mean number of epochs
with 40 %.

The use of ABlE rather than AB increases the percentage converged trials,
but generally also increases the mean number of epochs.
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3.3 Stochastic weight perturbation algorithm

Description:

The stochastic weight perturbation (SWP) algorithm [17] is based on the popular
backpropagation algorithm [5]. Table 14 describes the SWP algorithm in pseudo-Pascal.

procedure stochastic weight perturbation;
initialize: weight vector w, steepness A and delta weight 0;
repeat
generate a random binary direction vector b with elements E { -1, +1}
with uniform probability;
wp1us:=w + b*O;
Wneg :=W - b*O;
determine E(wpl~ and E(wneg);
w:=w-A*b*( E(wpl~-E(wneg) )/20;
Determine E(w);

until stop criterium is reached;

Table 14. Stochastic weight perturbation learning algorithm

Contrary to backpropagation, which explicitly calculates the gradient of the error energy
with respect to the weights, SWP estimates the gradient in the direction b. To do this,
SWP simultaneously perturbs all weights two times by a constant 0 with opposite signs,
and determines the corresponding error energy. The derivative in the direction b can be
estimated according to the Central Difference Method (CDM):

aE =b* E(w+b*O)-E(w-b*O)

aw 2*0

SWP updates the weights according to:

w.1IeW=W.o1d_A*(aE] =W.o1d-A*b.* E(w+b*O)-E(w-b*O)
I I aw. I I 2*0

I

Where: A - learning rate.

(3.6)

(3.7)

Subsequently, SWP determines the error energy of the updated weight vector by using the
training samples, to decide if the stop criterium is reached. According to [18], the error
energy of the updated weight vector may also be determined by averaging E(wpl~ and
E(wne~. The used stop criterium is the same as for LS and Alopex.

Because SWP uses the CDM to calculate the gradient, SWP needs to perturb the weight
vector w two times, once with +b and once with -b. This number can be halved by using
the Forward Difference Method (FDM) to estimate the gradient :
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oE =b. E(w+b.B)-E(w)
OW B

In that case the weights should be updated according to:

w,-=w,""-11 {~=1=w,''''-11 'b,' E(w+b ': )-E(w)

(3.8)

(3.9)

For flat parts of the error energy function both estimated gradients and weight updates are
very small. From an electronic implementational viewpoint. the estimated gradients have
the disadvantage that for data storage more than one bit is needed. To overcome these
disadvantages, SWP and LS can be combined to one learning algorithm. The algorithm,
called gradient local search (GLS) is described in table 15.

procedure gradient local search;
initialize: weight vector w and delta weight B;
determine E(w);
repeat
generate a random binary direction vector b with elements E { -1, +1}
with uniform probability;
wpert.:=w + b*B;
determine E(wpert.);
if E(wpert.)-E(w) < 0
then
w:=wpert.;
E(w):=E(wpert.);

else
w:=w-b*B;
determine E(w);

until stop criterium is reached;

Table 15. Gradient local search algorithm

As can be seen, GLS determines the sign of the gradient vector and updates the weights
by a constant B, which has a sign according to the sign of the gradient vector.

The GLS algorithm has also been described and tested in [19].
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Simulation:

The SWP algorithm was applied to the XOR problem with the use of EMSE as error
function. Table 16 contains the simulation results with SWP, as described in table 14, for
several step sizes B.

Table 16. Simulation results XOR problem with SWP, as described in table 1,for several
B. Parameters: Wi"'t = [-05,+05] with uniform probability, input = [-1,+1], target
output = [0,+1], error measure = EMSE' A=2, number of trails = 100, stop criterium :
difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not
converge, after 2000 epochs.

I IXOR, 2-1 NETWORK I
IB 1 0.005 1 0.01 1 0.02 I 0.04 1 0.06 ~0.6 I

mean epoch 484 448 468 480 462 469 474 496 513

convergence % 76 80 86 78 74 77 70 82 66

Bdetennines the perturbation step used to calculate the gradient. So, B has no effect on
the value which updates the weights. Therefore, B is not a very critical parameter.

Table 17 presents the simulation results with SWP, as described in table 17, for several
learning rates A.

Table 17. Simulation results XOR problem with SWP, as described in table 14, for several
learning rates A. Parameters: Wi,,;t =[-05,+0.5] with uniform probability, input = [-1,+1],
target output = [0,+1], error measure = EMSE' B=O.l, number of trails = 100, stop
criterium : difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network
did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

I IXOR, 2-1 NETWORK I
IA 11 1

2 1 3 14 15 1
6 I

mean epoch 923 469 295 257 186 269

convergence % 79 77 70 76 55 45

Because the learning rate A influences the value which updates the weights, A is a critical
parameter. Although the mean number of epochs is the lowest at A.=5, the best result is at
A=4, where the percentage converged trials is much higher.
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Table 18 contains the simulation results with SWP, which uses the FDM rather than the
CDM to calculate the gradient, for several learning rates A.

Table 18. Simulation results XOR problem with SWP, which uses the FDM to calculate
the gradient, for several A. Parameters: Wjllit = [-05,+0,5} with uniform probability,
input = [-1,+1}, target output = [0,+1}, error measure = EMSE' 0=0.1,
number of trails =100, stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every
sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

XOR, 2-1 NETWORK

IA 11 12 14 15 16 17 I
mean epoch 847 425 285 257 229 365

convergence % 83 67 66 58 60 54

From a comparison of the results of table 18 with table 17 follows, that both algorithms
behave more or less the same. The largest differences are at A=1 and A=5.

Sometimes the mean number of epochs of a 'gradient' learning algorithm can be decreased
by adding a momentum to the algorithm. Therefore, SWP with momentum has been
applied to the XOR problem. As momentum the following equation is used:

(3.10)

From an electronic implementational viewpoint, momentum has the disadvantage that it
needs extra computations and a memory to store Aw. Table 19 presents the best result
with SWP, with momentum.

Table 19. Best simulation results XOR problem with SWP, with momentum.
Parameters: W jllit =[-05,+0.5} with uniform probability, input = [-1,+1}, target
output = [0,+1}, error measure = EMSE, 0=02, number of trails = 100,
stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the
network did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

XOR, 2-1 NETWORK

mean # epochs convergence %

a=O.65, A=O.35 148 61

From a comparison of table 19 and table 16 follows, that using a momentum the mean
number of epochs decreases at the expense of a lower number of converged trials.
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The GLS algorithm was applied to the XOR problem with EMSE and EMlE as error
function. Table 20 presents the simulation results with GLS for several o.

Table 20. Simulation results XOR problem with GLS, for several O.
Parameters: -03 ~ Willi' ~ +03 with uniform probability, input = [-1,+1], target
output = [0,+1], number of trails = 100, stop criterium: difference actual and desired
output for every sample < 0.1 or, if the network did not converge, after 2000 epochs.

IXOR. 2-1 NEfWORK IERROR MEASURE

IEMlE IEMSE

0 mean # conver- mean # conver-
epochs gence epochs gence

% %

0.02 919 89 912 93

0.03 659 84 647 90

0.04 517 85 518 84

0.06 379 75 375 88

0.08 290 71 338 80

0.1 250 67 302 73

0.12 224 65 238 77

0.14 216 68 256 68

0.16 284 71 253 73

As can be seen, for both EMlE and EMSE the mean number of epochs and the percentage
converged trials decrease as 0 increases. For EMSE and 0=0.1, both the mean number of
epochs and percentage of converged trials are comparable to table 17 and 18.

As discussed earlier, the GLS has also been described and tested in [19]. In [19] GLS was
tested using a tangent hyperbolic rather than a sigmoid transfer function (see fig. 2.2) and
the simulations converged when the error energy for ~SE ~ 10-3

, and for EMlE ~ 10-2

rather than the difference between the actual and the desired output ~ 0.1. In [19] only the
best result was mentioned, which was achieved in 20 simulations using 0=0.03.
For MELE this resulted in a mean number of epochs of 318 and 16 converged trials, for
EMSE the mean number epochs was 269 and 19 converged trials. The mean number of
epochs in [19] are halved w.r.t. our results. Therefore, the GLS has been tested using a
tangent hyperbolic rather than a sigmoid transfer function and is presented in table 21.
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Table 21. Simulation results XOR problem with GLS using a tangent hyperbolic transfer
function, for several (). Parameters: -03 ~ wj ,.;, ~ +03 with uniform probability.
input =[-1,+1], target output = [0.+1]. number of trails = 100.
stop criterium: difference actual and desired output for every sample < 0.1 or. if the
network did not converge. after 2000 epochs.

IXOR, 2-1 NETWORK IERROR MEASURE

IEMLE I~SE
() mean # conver- mean # conver-

epochs gence epochs gence
% %

0.01 673 91 676 91

0.02 374 91 387 91

0.03 278 82 292 95

0.04 242 83 247 82

0.06 233 84 300 85

0.08 265 86 195 83

0.1 216 83 247 85

0.12 188 87 205 90

0.14 277 85 223 90

0.16 271 80 232 86

At ()=().03, the mean number of epochs for both EMLE and EMSE (278, respectively 292)
corresponds to the results of [19] (318, respectively 269). Therefore, the difference
between the results of table 20 and [19] is due to the transfer function:

• The difference between the maximum and minimum level of the tangent
hyperbolic is twice the difference between the maximum and minimum
level of the sigmoid function. Therefore, the steepness of the tangent
hyperbolic is twice the steepness of the sigmoid function.

• During training, some neurons may produce the maximum/minimum output
level. Using a sigmoid function, the minimum level is zero. So, adapting the
weights, which are connected to neurons that produce a minimum level,
does not influence the error energy.

From a comparison of table 21 with table 20 follows, that for () ~ 0.04 the mean number
of epochs using a tangent hyperbolic is roughly halve of using the sigmoid transfer
function. At higher values for () the mean number of epochs does not change much, only
the percentage of converged trials differs at high values of ().
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Conclusions:

For the experiments executed by us, the following conclusions can be drawn:

•

•

•

•

•

The use of FDM instead of CDM lowers the amount of error energy
calculations by a factor 2, without affecting the mean number of epochs.
It should be mentioned that using the FDM, no experiments were carried
out calculating the error energy of the updated weight vector by averaging
E(wp.uJ and E(wneg), see [18].

Momentum lowers both the mean number of epochs and the number of
converged trials, but needs more computational complexity.

GLS needs less computations than SWP.

Both the mean number of epochs and the percentage of converged trials for
GLS are comparable to SWP

For GLS and a small B, using a tangent hyperbolic rather than a sigmoid as
transfer function halves the mean number of epochs.

It should be mentioned that the conclusions where drawn, applying the algorithms to a
network with a few parameters. It is questionable if the conclusions hold for larger
problems/neural networks.
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3.4 Conclusions

Comparing the results of the three learning algorithms with their modifications, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

•

•

•

For LS, SWP, and GLS the lowest mean number of epochs and the
percentage of converged trials are comparable to each other. The results
with Alopex are worse.

The number of computations is the lowest for LS, followed by GLS and
fmally SWP.

For LS, using a constant value with random signs rather than Gaussian
perturbations does not influence the minimum number of epochs and
the percentage of converged trials very much, and needs only one bit per
weight to store the perturbations.

Therefore, the LS algorithm with a constant value with random sign, is proposed as
learning algorithm for implementation. As mentioned before, these conclusions where
drawn, applying the algorithms to a network with a few parameters. It is a question if the
conclusions hold for larger problems/neural networks. Table 22 describes the proposed
algorithm.

procedure modified local search;
initialize weight vector wand delta weight B;
detennine error energy E(w);
repeat
generate a random binary direction vector b with elements E {-I, +1}
with uniform
probability;
determine E(w+b*B);
if E(w+b*B)-E(w) < 0
then accept the perturbed weight vector,

w:=w+b*B;
E(w)=E(w+b*B);

else do not accept the perturbed weight vector;
until stop criterium is reached;

Table 22. Proposed learning algorithm
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Chapter 4

Design of the error energy chip

The implementation of the neural network consists of four chips, the synapse, neuron,
error energy, and the learning chip. Figure 4 shows the neural network with accompanying
logic.

neural network,.......................................................... 1. .. .
r·_·_·_·_·_·_--·_·_·_·_·_·~·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·~·-._._._._._._.~.-.~.

.:. .L .L
control unit I

input
memory

synapse I-------tl

chip
neuron

chip

wanted output
L...-------i

memory

learning 10

chip ..----

i
i
i
i
i

r- error -:nergy ~._._.1'-.~
chip : i

• I· .
• I

~ : j
I : i
I : i••••••••••••,.......... •••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• i
~_._._._. ._.- ._._._._._. ._._._._._._._._._.~
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i error energy

~._._._._._."--l memoryweight
memory

Figure 4.1 Implementation neural network with accompanying logic

The desired mapping between the input and the output space is stored in two memories:
the input vectors are stored in the input memory and the output vectors are stored in the
wanted output memory. The weights of the neural network are stored in the weight
memory and are updated by the learning chip. The error energy is stored in the error
energy by the error energy chip and read by the learning chip.

The weights of the neural network are written from the weight memory to the synapse
chip, and refreshed at appropriate times. When an input vector is presented to the network,
the synapse chip multiplies the input signals of all neurons by its weights, and propagates
the weighted signals to the neuron chip. For all neurons, the neuron chip sums the
weighted signals, adds a bias 9, passes the results through the transfer function,
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and propagates the output signals of both input and hidden layers to the synapse chip and
the output signals of the output layer to the error energy chip. The error energy chip
calculates the error energy of the neural network: using the EMSE as error energy function,
see also equation (3.1), and detennines whether the stop criterium is reached. At the end
of the training batch, the error energy is stored in the error energy memory. After that, the
learning chip can update the weights according to a modified LS algorithm, which uses a
constant with random sign to perturb the weights, and writes the weights to the weight
memory, see section 3.4.

Both the synapse and the neuron chip have already been designed and implemented [19].
Only the error energy and the learning chip have to be designed and implemented.
Using the synapse and the neuron chip, a multi-layer feed-forward neural network can be
built with any number of layers and any number of neurons in each layer.

This chapter discusses the design of the error energy chip, the design of the learning chip
will be discussed in chapter 5. First the organisation of the error energy chip is described,
subsequently the subcircuits are treated and PSPICE simulations of the subcircuits ill'e

presented. Appendix 2 shows the PSPICE MOSFET parameters used.

4.1 Organisation error energy chip

Figure 4.2 shows the organisation of the error energy chip, which uses EMSE to calculate
the error energy.

Error

tertum

control unitcontrol unit control unit

I I I I
Isubtract ~ square r~ average I I average

II outputs I I enor energy

I control unit control unit
outputj I I

ou1pUtj all output patterns
'-- satisfies satify

stop criterium stop criterium stopcri
.

wanted ouput j

actual

Figure 4.2 Organisation of the error energy chip.

At the end of the presentation of the training batch to the network, "error" is a voltage
which is a measure of the error energy of the neural network and is stored in the weight
memory. "Stop criterium" is a logic output and is preset at the beginning of the
presentation of the training batch to the neural network, and is reset when any output of
the neural network does not agree with the stop criterium, and will remain reset during the
remainder of the present learning iteration.
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For each input pattern, the output values of the neural network are compared with the
wanted output values in parallel. Subsequently, each difference between the actual and
wanted output value is squared, also in a parallel fashion. Then, the average of the squared
differences is taken, which results in the error energy for the presented input pattern.
Next, the average of the error energy of all patterns is taken and the result is stored in the
weight memory.

In the neighbourhood of the optimum configuration the difference between the actual and
wanted outputs will be small. Squaring these small differences will result in yet smaller
signals. To amplify these very small signals the squaring circuit has one variable
parameter.

As the number of outputs of the neural network is not known in advance, the error energy
chip must be able to work with a variable number of outputs of the neural network.
This can be realized by supplying the same actual and wanted value to the subtraction
circuit, the input of which is not connected to an output of the present neural network.
As a result the error energy for this output will always be zero.

Next, the subcircuits of the error energy chip are described and PSPICE simulations of the
separate subcircuits are presented, followed by PSPICE simulations of combinations of
subcircuits.
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4.2 Subtraction

A subtraction circuit detennines the difference between the actual and the wanted output
value of the neural network. For each output of the neural network there has to be a
subtraction circuit on the error energy chip.

Both the actual and wanted output values are presented as voltages and according to [19]
the actual values of the neural network are between 2 and 3V. For convenience's sake, the
wanted output values are also taken between 2 and 3V. So, the absolute maximum
difference at the input is IV.

Because a simple operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), which uses a constant
bias current, has a small input swing, an OTA with a voltage-dependent bias current is
proposed as basic subtraction circuit.

As stated in section 4.1, the subtraction circuit needs two outputs: one for the squaring
circuit and one for the circuit to check whether the output satisfies the stop criterium.
Therefore, a circuit is added to double the output

The total circuit have been designed for an output current between +40 and -40pA.
The basic subtraction circuit has an output current between -20 and +20pA, which gives
the wanted input swing. The output current of the basic subtraction is amplified by a
factor of two by the circuit, which doubles the number of outputs.
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Description:

Figure 4.3 shows the basic subtraction circuit [20],[21], which has one output.

Vdd

Figure 4.3 Basic subtraction circuit.

The subtraction circuit consists of a differential pair Ml, M2, biased by a so-called cross
coupled quad cell M3, M4, M5, M6. The cross-coupled quad cell biases the differential
pair by a voltage-dependent bias current (see also appendix 2):

Where k' : K*n(n-l)j(n+l)2
v : y+-y-

Using this bias current instead of a constant bias current results in a larger maximum
swing and a better linearity property, see [20],[21].

The output current of the subtraction circuit is, see appendix 3:

(4.1)

Ivl5 (n+l)*2*Idc
n*K
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For n=2.155, k' is k/4 and (4.2) becomes:

(4.3)

As mentioned earlier, the output current of the subtraction circuit has to flow to the
squaring circuit and to the circuit which determines whether the stop criterium is reached.
Therefore, the output current of the basic subtraction circuit is doubled using current
mirrors and amplified by a factor two, as shown in figure 4.4.

Vdd

Figure 4.4 Output current mirror of the subtraction circuit.

PSPICE simulation:

PSPICE simulations of the circuit did not result in an output current between -40 and
+40pA. Therefore, the widths of the transistors of the differential pair and the cross
coupled quad cell of the basic subtraction circuit, see figure 4.3, were slightly increased to
get an output current between -40 and +40pA.

This resulted in a basic subtraction circuit with Idc = lOpA, Om = 23.75AN, and an input
voltage range of Ivl ~ 1.02V. Table 23 presents the values for both W and L of all transis
tors used for the PSPICE simulations.
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Table 23. Wand L values of the transistors of the subtraction circuit

transistor Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 MlO

W(pm) 5.6 5.6 12 12 5.6 5.6 5.6 20 20 32.8

L (pm) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

transistor Mll M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19

W (pm) 41.6 32.8 41.6 10.4 20 20 52.4 104.8 104.8

L (pm) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

transistor M20 M21 M22

W(pm) 31.2 62.4 62.4

L (pm) 10 10 10

The two outputs of the circuit have the same behaviour, therefore only the PSPICE
simulation results of one output are depicted in figure 4.5 and 4.6. At figure 4.5, V- = 2V,
which is the minimum value of the input, and Vdiff, which is connected between V+ and
V' has a swing of 1.2V. The output current at Vdiff= 1V, which is the maximum
difference between the two inputs, is 39.9pA.

-3Su ..------------------,

-.SU Y o. :ay o. '!Y O.6Y
Yd1U

(~ ~)

Figure 4.5 PSPICE simulation of the subtraction circuit, V= 2V, and v+=V+VdW:
(a) transfer characteristic (b) first derivative transfer characteristic.
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At figure 4.6, yo = 3V, which is the maximum value of the input, and Vdiff= -IV, which
is connected between V+ and yo has a swing of -1.2V. The output current at Vdiff= -IV,
which is the maximum difference between the two inputs, is 4OpA.

60uA -36u

-4OU

40uA

-44u

20uA
-'leu

-52u
- .2V

00 ~
Figure 4.6 PSPICE simulation of the subtraction circuit, V=3V, and v+=V+Vdijf.

(a) transfer characteristics (b) first derivative transfer characteristic.
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4.3 Squaring circuit

The output current of each subtraction circuit is squared by a squaring circuit.
The output current of the squaring circuit is used to calculate the error energy per input
sample.

Two kinds of squaring circuit have been examined [22], [23]. The output characteristic of
the latter squaring circuit is more symmetrical, and therefore proposed as squaring circuit.

Range input current : -40pA SimS +4OpA
Range output current: OpA S~ S 20pA

Description:

Figure 4.7 shows the squaring circuit [23]. The P-MOS and N-MOS transistor have equal
(W{L)p or (W{L)n, respectively, and all transistors operate in saturation mode.

Vdd

MS

M2

M6

I.m

I

MIO

I
I~ut

21e--+
lout

M12

Vss

Figure 4.7 Squaring circuit.
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The transistors Ml, M2, M3 and M4 are connected in a so-called translinear loop.
From Kirchhoff's voltage law, follows:

Vgsl +Vgs2=Vgs3+Vgs4

From the drain current of a P-MOS transistor in the saturation region follows:

Id= kp .(ygs-Vt)' -> Vgs=-J Id +Vt k=Jl*Cox.( W)
2 k)2 L P

Substitution of (4.5) in (4.4) gives:

II and 12 are equal to 1. Therefore (4.6) becomes:

[i:+[i:=~

l'out can be derived from (4.7):

[i:+[i:=~

13+/4+2*V/3*/4 =4*1
(/3+/4 -4*1)2=4*/3*/4
I;+2*/3*/4+1;-8*1*(/3+/J+16*/2=4*/3*/4
(/3-/4)2+16*[2=8 *1*(/3+/4)

The current mirror M5, M6 forces the relation:

11 and ~ are equal to I. Therefore (4.9) becomes:
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Substituting (4.10) in (4.8) results in:

~ut=I'out-21, which gives:

2
Ii"1=_

out 8.1

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.12) is only valid if all transistors operate in the saturation region. This imposes some
restriction on the input current range. IT 1m=O, the drain current of transistors M1, M2, M3
and M4 will be equal to I. IT 1m increases in either direction, the current through
transistors Ml and M2 will remain constant, but the current through either M3 or M4 will
increase while the other decreases. The maximum input current is reached when 13 or ~
becomes zero. From equations (4.8) and (4.10) the following expressions for 13 and ~ can
be derived:

I. I~
I=I-~+-'''-

3 2 16.1
2

Ii" Ii"
14=1+-+--

2 16.1

These currents are both larger than or equal to zero if the input current is restricted to:

(4.14)

As mentioned earlier, during training of the neural network the difference between the
actual and the wanted output of the neural network will decrease, and therefore the
maximum output current of the squaring circuit will decrease. From (4.12) follows that the
output current of the neural network can be increased by decreasing I. Because 1m is
between -40 and +4OpA, the minimum value for I is lOpA, and the maximum value for
lout is 20pA.

PSPICE simulation:

Table 24 presents the values of all transistors of the squaring circuit, used at the PSPICE
simulations.

Table 24. Wand L values of the transistors of the squaring circuit

transistor M1 through M8 M9 MlO Mll M12

W(pm) 40 30 30 60 30

L (pm) 10 10 10 10 10
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Figure 4.8 and 4.9 depict the PSPICE simulation results of the squaring circuit, with an
input current between -40 and +4OpA. From both figure 4.8.b and 4.9.b, which depicts the
derivative of the accompanying transfer characteristic, follows, that the input current is
squared.

At figure 4.8, I is 20pA, which should result in an output current of lOpA for an input
current of ± 4OpA. From figure 4.8 follows, that the output current is not lOpA, but 9.1
and 8.7pA at an input current of -40 and +4OpA, respectively.

At figure 4.9, I is lOpA, which should result in an output current of 20pA for an input
current of ± 4OpA. From figure 4.9 follows, that the output current is not 20pA, but 18
and 17.7pA at an input current of -40 and +4OpA, respectively.

10uA,....-----------------, 50~ ,....---------------,

a

SuA

01.

(a) ~)

Figure 4.8 PSPICE simulation of the squaring circuit.
(a) transfer characteristic (b) first derivative transfer characteristic.

20uA .------------------,

o

0.5

1.0,....-------------,

0"'

10uA

(~ ~)

Figure 4.9 PSPICE simulation of the subtraction circuit.
(a) transfer characteristic (b) first derivative transfer characteristic.
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4.4 Averaging squared differences

To calculate the error energy per input sample, the squared differences have to be
averaged over the number of outputs of the neural network. So, the output of the proposed
circuit has the same absolute range as the input.

Range input current: OpA ~ 1m ~ +20pA
Range output current: -20pA ~ lout ~ OpA

Description:

Figure 4.10 shows the circuit, used to calculate the error energy per input sample.

Vdd

, ... .,. .,· I

M2I I1__ , 1 __ ,

+" " 1
" "__ I.

r- "I
I .
I .
I I

lin

I I M4I I
I I

..... 11 L- u

!~)
...
::-.-- . .-_ .

I I
I I

\ \
I.. ..·I·------------t.------------J

M5

lout

Figure 4.10 Circuit for averaging squared differences.

At the input, the output currents of the squaring circuits are summed, and the result is
averaged and transferred to the output by current mirror MI, M2. For appropriate
averaging, the W/L ratio of MI should be P times the W/L ratio of M2, where P is the
number of outputs of the neural network. As the number of outputs of the neural network
is not known in advance, the W/L ratio of both MI and M3, which is used to adjust MI,
can be adapted by closing/opening the appropriate switches.
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Figure 4.11 shows the implementation of one switch.

Vdd

Vswitch

Vss

Figure 4.11 Implementation of one switch.

The switch consists of a P-MOS and N-MOS transistors in parallel. The transistors are
turned on and off by Vswitch and the inverted Vswitch.

PSPICE simulation:

Table 25 presents the values of both W and L of all transistors of the circuit for averaging
the squared differences, used at the PSPICE simulations.

Table 25. Wand L values of the transistors of the circuit for averaging the squared
differences

transistor MIA through M2 M3A through M5 P-MOS N-MOS
switch switch

W(pm) 5.2 20 7.2 2.4

L (pm) 10 10 10 10

Figure 4.12 depicts the PSPICE simulation results of the circuit to average the squared
differences, with none and one switch closed. When all switches are opened, the output
current is -19.5pA at an input current of 20pA. With one switch closed, the output current
is -9.9pA at an input current of 20pA.
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Figure 4.12 PSPICE simulation of the circuit to average the squared differences.
A: one switch closed B: all switches opened.
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4.5 Averaging the error energy per input batch

To calculate the error energy of the neural network, the error energy per sample has to be
summed, averaged over the number of samples, and the result has to be stored in a
memory, see figure 4.1, which can be read by the learning chip.

Range input current: -20pA ~ 1m ~ OpA
Range output voltage: OV ~ laut ~ 1V

Description

Figure 4.13 shows the circuit, used to calculate the error energy of the neural network.
The circuit consists of an integrator circuit with two switches.

52

c

I -+-.-------in ----,

51

r:v~
---e"""'"'T'".....----------

(4.16)

Figure 4.13 Circuit to calculate the e"or energy of the neural network

At the beginning of the presentation of the training batch to the network, switch 52 is
closed for a small period of time to unload the capacitor. At each training sample, switch
51 switches the input current lin' which presents the error energy of the training sample,
for a time At to the integrator. As a result, for each training sample, the capacitor is
loaded with a voltage AV, whose value depends on the value of 1m:

I.
V =V +AV=V +~*At

/lCW prU~lII pru~lII C

At the end of the training batch, the capacitor is loaded with a charge which equals the
sum of the error energy of all training samples in the training batch.

Using a constant capacitor C, AV can be controlled by At. As implementing a capacitor
requires a lot of chip area, the capacitor can be 20pF at most.
The maximum value of 1m is 20pA and the maximum output voltage is IV, so, when the
training batch consists of one sample, At should be O.5ps, and when the training batch
consists of 100 samples At should be 5ns, which is far too small to work properly.
Therefore, the capacitor should be connected outside the error energy chip.
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The value of the capacitor depends on the number of training samples and can be adapted
to realise any ~t.

Figure 4.14 shows the implementation of the opamp, which is a standard two stage opamp
[24].

Vdd

M8

-
V~

M3

+M2pY

Vss

Vout

Figure 4.14 Two stage opamp

As mentioned in 4.4, the switches consist of a P-MOS and a N-MOS transistor in parallel,
and an inverter to invert to Vswilch' see figure 4.11.

PSPICE simulation:

The standard opamp has been designed with a slew-rate of 5V/ps, a COo of 3.2MHz, and a
Ao of 80dB, see [24]. Table 26 shows appropriate values of W and L of the transistor of
the opamp. Ibias of the opamp is lOpA and the Miller capacitor is 2pF.

Table 26. Wand L values of the transistors of the opamp

transistor Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8

W(pm) 48 48 2.4 2.4 48 2.4 24 2.4

L (pm) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8

With no load connected to the output of the opamp, the PSPICE simulations resulted in a
slew-rate of 4.7V/ps, coO of 3.2MHz, Ao of 75.7dB and a phase-margin of 75 degrees.
With a load of lOpF, the slew-rate changed to 4.8V/ps, and the phase-margin to 46
degrees.
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The values of both P-MOS and N-MOS transistors of switch S1 and S2 are the same as in
the circuit to average the squared differences, see table 24.

Figure 4.15 depicts the PSPICE simulation results of the circuit, shown in figure 4.13.
At the simulation 1m is a constant current of -20pA, capacitor C is 4nF, switch S2 is only
closed. in the first 20ps, and switch S1 is controlled. by a clock signal with a period of
80pS. As a result, every time switch S1 is closed., the voltage of capacitor C increases
with a AY of 200 mY.

Figure 4.15 PSPICE simulation result of the circuit
to average the error energy of the neural network.
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4.6 Circuit to determine whether a sample satisfies the stop criterium

For each sample presented to the neural network, the error energy chip detennines whether
each output of the neural network satisfies the stop criterium. If not, the error energy chip
sets its output, using digital logic, and stays set during the present learning iteration.

In this section the circuit will be described, which determines for each sample whether an
output of the neural network satisfies the stop criterium or not So, for each output node of
the neural network the described circuit needs to be implemented. The logical circuit will
be described in section 4.7.

The circuit, which determines whether an output of the neural network satisfies the stop
criterium, has two inputs and one output. One input in connected to an output of the
subtraction circuit, and at the other input, the stop criterium for that particular output of
the neural network is presented. The output voltage of the circuit is high (5V) when the
stop criterium is satisfied, else low (-5V).

The stop criterium, is presented as a current, and represents the allowed difference
between the wanted and the actual output of the neural network. This current has the same
range as the output current of the subtraction circuit. That is between -40 and +40pA.

Description:

Figure 4.16 shows the circuit, used to detennine whether an output of the neural network
satisfies the stop criterium.
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* : Voltage, used to switch both 81 and 82

I-Isub

Isub

M9

I+Iref I+Iref

Mll

Vdd

82

"
Vout

Vss

Figure 4.16 Circuit to determine whether an output of the neural
network satisfies the stop criterium.

The best PSPICE results were obtained, using two so-called cascode current mirrors to
mirror the bias current I. Current mirror Ml, M2 tries to mirror the current 1- Isub to the
branch fonned by M2 and M9. Current mirror M9, Mll tries to mirror the current
1+ Iref, which represents the stop criterium to the branch fonned by M2 and M9.
As a result, the difference between the currents, which are mirrored, determines the
voltage at the drain of both M2 and M9.

To work properly, both currents I - Isub and I + !ref, have to flow into the current
mirrors. Therefore, the biasing current I should be at least 40pA, which is the absolute
value of Isub. The inverters are added to realise a small active region where the output
changes from low to high state, and reversed.

To satisfy the stop criterium, Isub has to be between 0 and Iref when Isub has a positive
sign, and Isub has to be between -Iref and 0 when Isub has a negative sign.
As mentioned, the current mirrors only determine which current is the lowest. So, without
an extra inverter for one of the two possible signs, the output of the circuit has two
different signs, when the stop criterium is satisfied. To overcome this problem, the output
voltage is inverted when Isub has to be between -Iref and O.
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The extra inverter is controlled by the drain voltage of M3B and MlO. When I+Iref > I,
the drain voltage of M3B and MlO is low, and the extra inverter is added to the circuit
When I+ref < I, the drain voltage of M3B and MlO is high, and the inverter is not added
to the circuit

As mentioned in 4.4, the switches consist of a P-MOS and a N-MOS transistor in parallel,
and an inverter to invert to V.witch, see figure 4.11.

PSPICE simulation:

Table 27 presents the values for both W and L of the transistors used at the PSPICE
simulations.

Table 27. Wand L ratios of the transistors of the subtraction to determine whether a
output satisfies the stop criterium

transistor M 1 through M5 M6 through Mil P-MOS N-MOS
inverters inverters

W (pm) 10 4.8 7.2 2.4

L (pm) 10 10 10 10

The values of both P-MOS and N-MOS transistors of the switches are the same as in the
circuit to average the squared differences, see table 24.

Figure 4.17 depicts the PSPICE simulatiun results, with a stop criterium of ± 5pA, which
is 12.5% of the maximwn value of the output current of the subtraction circuit (40pA).

'lDuA 5.DV 'lOuA 5.0'1

1 2

2DuA 2DuA

DA DV DA DV

-20 -2DuA

C
-olD

2DuA "'0uA

(a) (b)
Figure 4.17 PSP/CE simulation of the circuit to determine whether an output satisfies

the stop criterium. (a) /stop =+5pA (b) /stop = -5pA.
A:/input B:/stop criterium C:output voltage.

At figure 4.17a and 4.17b the stop criterium is satisfied at an Iinput of 6.5, respectively
3.6pA.
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4.7 Digital circuit to determine whether all samples
satisfy stop criterium

The error energy chip uses digital logic, to detennine whether all outputs of the neural
network satisfy the stop criterium. If not, the output of the digital logic, which is an output
of the error energy chip, is low (-5V), and stays low for the present learning iteration, else
it is high (5V).

Description:

Figure 4.18 shows the digital logic, which detennines whether all samples satisfy the stop
criterium. The circuit consists of a NOR, AND, and a D-flipflop. Each input of the NOR
is connected to an output of a circuit, which indicates whether an output of the neural
network satisfies the stop criterium, see figure 4.16. The D-flipflop can be set by an active
low signal.

1: stop criterium
satisfied

0: stop criterium
not satisfied.-------1 Clk

Set

X>------I D Q

Clk ---------'
Vset --------------'

1: output does not satisfy
stop criterium ----:---\

0: output satisfies
stop criterium

Figure 4.18 Digital logic, to determine whether all samples satisfies the stop criterium.

At the beginning of presenting the training batch, the D-flipflop is set, to indicate that the
stop criterium is satisfied. At each sample presented to the neural network, the voltage at
the inputs of the NOR indicates whether the outputs of the neural network satisfies the
stop criterium. If not, one or more inputs are high, if so, all inputs are low. Therefore, the
output of the NOR is high when all outputs satisfies the stop criterium, else low.

When a sample presented to the neural network, does not satisfy the stop criterium, the
output of the D-flipflop is low and the clock is enabled. Because the clock is enabled, the
output of the D-flipflop stays low for the remaining period of the learning iteration,
indicating that for the present learning iteration, the neural network does not satisfy the
stop criterium.
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Figure 4.19 shows a possible implementation of the D-flipflop, which consists of an
inverter, NAND, and two switches. As mentioned in 4.4, the switches consist of a
P-MOS and a N-MOS transistor in parallel, and an inverter to invert VsWilch'

see figure 4.11.

•D --------:-......--i
Q

Vset

o- -Q

Figure 4.19 Implementation of the D-flipflop.

PSPICE simulation:

Of the digital circuit, only the D-flipflop is simulated. Table 28 presents the values for
both W and L of the transistors of the D-flipflop, used at the PSPICE simulations.

Table 28. Wand L values of the transistors of the D-flipflop

transistor All All
N-MOS P-MOS

W (pm) 2.4 7.2

L (pm) 10 10
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Figure 4.20 depicts the PSPICE simulation results of the D-flipflop.
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Figure 4.20 PSPICE simulation of the D-flipflop.

From figure 4.20 follows that the D-flipflop works properly.
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4.8 PSPICE simulation of the error energy chip

The subtraction circuit, squaring circuit, circuit to take the average of the squared
differences, circuit to calculate the error energy for one sample, and the circuit to
detennine whether an output satisfies the stop criterium have been simulated together,
using PSPICE.

Only a DC analyses is presented, because the maximum delay time of the error energy
chip is mainly determined by the time At the capacitor of the integrator is loaded with a
charge AQ, which represents the error energy of one sample. the time At can be adapted
by adapting the capacitor of the integrator, which is connected outside on the error
learning chip.

When two electronic circuits are connected to one another, the latter circuit may
influence the output behaviour of the first circuit, which may result in an offset.
For the learning algorithm, only the increase/decrease of the error energy is important.
So, the offsets of the subcircuits has no effect on the training of the neural network.

In figure 4.22 and 4.23 the PSPICE results are depicted. At figure 4.22, is V- =2V, which
is the minimum value of the input, and Vdiff, which is connected between y+ and V-, has
a swing of 1.2V. At figure 4.23, is V- = 3V, which is the maximum value of the input,
and Vdiff, which is connected between V+ and V-, has a swing of -1.2V.
The stop criterium is 12.5% of the maximum difference ±40pA.

From figure 4.22.b and 4.23.b follows, that the subtraction circuit, the squaring circuit, and
the circuit to determine the error energy per sample, have the wanted output characteristic
with an offset. At both figures, the offset of the subtraction circuit, squaring circuit, and
the circuit to determine the error energy per sample are -1.2pA (line D) and 2.3pA
(line B), respectively, 4.2pA, respectively -4.1pA. For the weight update, only the
increase/decrease of the error energy is important. So, the offsets of the subcircuits have
no effect on the weight update of the neural network. For determining whether the stop
criterium is satisfied, the output current of the subtraction circuit and a current, which
presents the stop criterium are compared. Therefore, the offset at the output of the
subtraction circuit influences stop criterium. Depending on the sign of the offset,
the mean error at positive output values of the neural network will be lower/higher as the
mean error at negative output values of the neural network. At figure 4.22 and 4.23, the
stop criterium is satisfied at an output current of the subtraction circuit of -6.7pA,
respectively, 3.4pA. The absolute maximum deviation is (6.7pA-5pA=) 1.7pA, which is
4.25% of the absolute maximum value of the subtraction output current. So, at the PSPICE
simulations the influence of the offset of the subtraction circuit on the stop criterium is
small.

When the maximum difference (±1V) is applied at the input of the error learning chip, the
absolute maximum deviation at the output are respectively 5%, 20% and 25%.
As mentioned earlier, for the weight update, only the increase/decrease of the error energy
is important. So, the deviations no effect on the weight update of the neural network.
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Figure 4.22 PSPICE simulation Iref = +5 }lA.

(a) transfer characteristics (b) first derivative transfer characteristics.
A:Istop criterium B:Isubtraction to circuit stop criterium C:Vout circuit stop criterium

D:Isubtraction to square E:Isquare F:I circuit error energy per sample
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Figure 4.23 PSPICE simulation Iref = -5 }lAo

(a) transfer characteristics (b) first derivative transfer characteristics.
A:Istop criterium B:Isubtraction to circuit stop criterium C:Vout circuit stop criterium

D:Isubtraction to square E:Isquare F:I circuit error energy per sample
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Chapter 5

Design of the learning chip

As stated in chapter 4, the learning chip is used to update the weights according to a
modified LS algorithm, which uses a constant Bwith a random sign to perturb the
weights.

The learning algorithm is described is section 3.4. This chapter discusses the learning chip.
First the organisation of the learning is described. Subsequently, the separate subcircuits
are described. There are no PSPICE simulations presented in this chapter.

5.1 Organisation learning chip

Figure 5.1 shows the organisation of the learning chip.

o: error energy decreases weightt sign[&i ]*1&1
1 : error energy increases

EiteratiOll-1
comparator

circuit
add

circuit

I~I

sign[&i]

weight.
1

[-1, +1]

control

Figure 5.1 Organisation of the learning chip

For each weight, the random generator generates the sign {-I, +1}, with equal
probability, of the perturbation B and stores is sign in the weight memory, see also
figure 4.1. To perturb the weights, the add circuit separately adds a perturbation B to each
weight with appropriate sign, and writes the result to the synapse chip.

The comparator circuit determines whether the error energy of the neural network, which
is calculated by the error chip and stored in error energy memory, decreases or increases.
If the error energy decreases the perturbed weights are accepted as new weights and the
weights on the weight memory are updated using the add circuit. If the error energy
increases the perturbed weights are not accepted.
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The weights, which are stored in the weight memory, are only updated when the error
energy decreases. So, when the perturbed weights on the synapse chip need to be
refreshed, the perturbed weights have to be recalculated using the add circuit.

Next, the subcircuits of the learning chip are described in more detail.

5.2 Random generator

For each weight, the random generator generates the sign {-I, +1}, with equal
probability, of the perturbation 0 and stores the sign in weight memory.

The random generator is based on the theory of 'primitive polynomials modulo 2' [25],
[26]. A primitive polynomial modulo 2 of order n defines a recurrence relation for
obtaining a new random bit from the n preceding ones. The recurrence relation is
guaranteed to produce a sequence of maximal length, Le. a cycle through all possible
sequences of n bits (except all bits low) before it repeats. Therefore, one can seed the
sequence with any initial bit pattern (expect all bits low), and get 2n-l random bits before
the sequence repeats. Some primitive polynomials modulo 2 functions are enumerated in
[25], [26], [28].

Figure 5.2 shows a simple hardware implementation of the random generator, using a
feedback shift generator, clocked at a fixed frequency fo• The shift register is built using
master-slave D-flipflops. The number of D-flipflops corresponds with the order n of the
used primitive polynomial modulo 2. The feedback consists of XOR gates, connected to
taps on the shift register, which correspond to the powers of the used primitive
polynomial modulo 2 relation.

output
n n-I 2 I

Q D Q D Q D Q D
IC IC IC IC

S S S S

Clk
Vset

Figure 5.2 Feedback shift register.
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Figure 5.3 shows the implementation of the master-slave D-flipflop.

Vset

D --./.----.------;
4>

Vset

Figure 5.3 Master-slave D-fUpflop.

[}-----r-- Q

The cycle time of the sequence is determined by the length n of the shift register and the
clock frequency fo• The cycle time should be long enough to guarantee that the weight
vector is never updated in the same direction. For example, when the length of shift
register is 29, the sequence length is 536870911, and results in a cycle time of 1:29:48
hour and 0:8:57 hour for a fo of 100KHz, respectively 1MHz.
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5.3 Add circuit

The add circuit is used to add each weight and a constant Bwith appropriate sign and
writes the result to either the synapse chip or the weight memory. Both weight and Bwith
appropriate sign are expressed in two's complement code.

Figure 5.4 shows a parallel adder, which consists of only full adders, that can be used as
add circuit.

A 1-1 B 1-1

FULL
ADDER

CO CI

S

FULL
ADDER

CO CI

S

FULL
ADDER

CO CI

S
o

Figure 5.4 Parallel adder, which adds two vectors A and B.

A disadvantage of such a circuit is that the carry signal requires time to propagate through
the various stages. To overcome this problem, the carry-look ahead principle can be
applied. The carry-look ahead principle computes the carry-out bit of stage i according to
the logic expression:

Carry-out.=A ..B.+(A.+B.).Carry-out· l, , , , , ,- (5.1)

Where: Ai
Bi

Carry-OUlj_l
Carry-outl
i

: bit i of vector A
: bit i of vector B
: Carry-out of preceding stage
:0
: [0 .. number of bits]
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Substitution of the equation for Carry-OU~_1 in the equation for Carry-ou~, and so on gives
for the fIrst four stages:

Carry-out3= A3·B3+(A3+B3)·A2 .B2+(A3+B3)· (A2+B~.AI·BI+

+(A3+B3)· (A2+B2)· (AI +B1)·Ao·Bo

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

From (5.2) to (5.5) follows, that the logic required to produce the carries becomes
impractical for large i, requiring more gates, some of which must have a large number of
inputs. Therefore, the add circuit should be divided into two groups of four stages
(4 bits), which use the carry-look ahead principle, and ripple the carry between the two
groups.

For implementation, the full adder, logic AND, and logic OR of the MIETEC library [29]
can be used.
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5.4 Comparator circuit

The comparator circuit is used to detennine whether the error energy of the neural
network decreases or increases. The error energy is calculated by the error energy chip and
stored in error energy memory.

Figure 5.5 shows a comparator with autozeroing [30] to reduce the influence of the offset
voltage of the comparator. The comparator is shown in tenns of an ideal comparator with
an external offset voltage, which has an arbitrarily assigned polarity.

+

Vout

Figure 5.5 Autozeroed comparator

During presentation of the training batch to the neural network and calculation of the error
energy, ~1 is high (switch closed) and ~2 is low (switch opened), to unload capacitors C1
and C2 and to store the offset voltage of the comparator on capacitor C3. Mter the error
energy of the present iteration is calculated and stored in the error energy memory by the
error energy chip, ~1 is low (switch opened) and ~2 is high (switch closed). Subsequently,
the error energy before and after the present learning iteration is stored on respectively
capacitor C1 and C2, and the error energy is compared to each other using C3 to reduce
the influence of the offset voltage.

The influence of the offset voltage can not completely be eliminated only reduced, because
the switches, which are connected to capacitor C3, inject/remove a charge on capacitor C3
and capacitor C3 will lose some of its charge after the offset voltage is measured.

The standard two stage opamp, which is shown in figure 4.14 and treated in section 4.5
can be used. As switch, the switch treated in section 4.4, can be used.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

This chapter contains the general conclusions and recommendations of this thesis, drawn
on basis of the simulations of the learning algorithm, the design of the error energy chip,
and the structure of the learning chip.

Conclusions:

•

•

•

•

•

•

Stochastic learning trains a neural network in parallel and needs no
knowledge of the structure of the neural network.

Our results of the Alopex learning algorithm do not correspond with
references [14], [15] and [16].

Adding a probability procedure to the local search algorithm, to accept an
increase in error energy has a negative effect on the mean number of
epochs.

According to the results presented in this thesis, the local search
algorithm, using a constant with random sign, is the best learning algorithm
for implementation.

According to the PSPICE simulation results of the error energy chip,
the subcircuits can be used to implement the error energy chip.

A disadvantage of the error energy chip is that a capacitor, which is used
for integration, needs to be added outside the chip.

As mentioned earlier in chapter 4, the conclusions about the learning algorithm where
drawn, applying the algorithms to a network with a few parameters. It is questionable if
these conclusions hold for larger problems/neural networks.

Recommendations:

• For larger neural networks, it should be investigated if the proposed
algorithm is also the best algorithm for implementation.

• To get a fully integrated error energy chip, it should be investigated if an
other solution is possible to average the error energies of all patterns.
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Appendix 1

PSPICE program
MFASURE TIlE SQUARE ERROR OF A NEURAL NElWORK

*
* MFASURE CIRCUIT

*
Xsub 3 4 5 50 SubtractCiR:uit
Vcomm 4 0
Vdiff 3 4
ViFromSubToSqr 5 6 DC OV
ViFromSubToObies so 11 DC OV

*
Xsq 6 7 8 SquareCircuit
I 2 8 DC20UA
ViFromSquare 7 9 DC OV
VSUP2 2 0 DC SV

*

* commen voltage at the input of the subtraction circuit *
* difference between the wanted and the actual oulput of the neural network *

* bias current square circuit *

Xsum
VB
VC
YO
Vsum

*

9 10 100 200 300 CalcuiateErrorEnergyPerSample
100 0 DC-SV
200 0 DC-SV
300 0 DC-SV
10 0 DCOV

* Switch voltage *
* Switch voltage *
* Switch voltage *

Xobies 11 2030 OneOulputSatisfiesTbeStopCriterium
Ireference 1 20 DC SUA
VSUPI 1 0 DC SV

*
*
XDOipflop 1 10 20 2 3 DFlipFlop

*

* current represents stop criterium *

* SUBTRACT WANlED AND ACTUAL OUTPUT VALUE (see figure 4.3 and 4.4)
.SUBCKT SubtractCircuit 3 4 51 52
* 3:input 4:input 51:oulput 52:oulput
* Substract cin:uit
* d g s b
Ml 6 3 7 2 NENHI0 W=5.6U L=10U AD=40.32P AS=40.32P PS=25.6U PD=2S.6U
M2 5 4 7 2 NENHI0 W=S.6U L=IOU AD=40.32P AS=40.32P PS=25.6U PD=25.6U
M3 1 3 8 2 NENHIO W=12U L=10U AD=86.4P AS=86.4P PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
M4 1 4 9 2 NENHI0 W=12U L=10U AD=86.4P AS=86.4P PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
M5 10 3 9 2 NENHI0 W=5.6U L=10U AD=40.32P AS=40.32P PS=2S.6U PD=2S.6U
M6 104 8 2 NENHI0 W=S.6U L=10U AD=4O.32P AS=40.32P PS=2S.6U PD=25.6U
M7 10 10 7 2 NENHI0 W=S.6U L=10U AD=4O.32P AS=40.32P PS=2S.6U PD=2S.6U
M8 6 6 1 1 PENHI0 W=20U L=10U AD=144P AS=I44P PS=S4.4U PD=S4.4U
M9 5 6 1 1 PENHI0 W=20U L=IOU AD=144P AS=I44P PS=S4.4U PD=S4.4U

*
MI08 11 2 2 NENHI0 W=32.8U L=10U AD=236.16P AS=236.16PPS=80U PD=80U
M11 7 11 2 2 NENHIO W=4l.6U L=10U AD=299.52P AS=299.52P PS=97.6U PD=97.6U
M129 11 2 2 NENHI0 W=32.8U L=10U AD=236.16P AS=236.16P PS=80U PD=80U
M13 12 11 2 2 NENHI0 W=41.6U L=10U AD=299.52P AS=299.52P PS=97.6U PD=97.6U
M14 11 11 2 2 NENHIO W=10.4U L=10U AD=74.88P AS=74.88P PS=35.2U PD=35.2U
M15 12 12 1 1 PENHI0 W=2OU L=10U AD=144P AS=I44P PS=S4.4U PD=S4.4U
M16 10 12 1 1 PENHI0 W=2OU L=10U AD=144P AS=I44P PS=S4.4U PD=S4.4U
* in out
ISOURCE 0 11 DC 10UA
* OulputMinor
M17 50 50 1 1 PENHI0 W=S2.4U L=10U AD=377.28P AS=377.28P PS=119.2U PD=119.2U
M18 51 50 1 1 PENHI0 W=I04.8U L=10U AD=7S4.$6P AS=7S4.56P PS=224U PD=224U
M19 52 SO 1 1 PENHlO W=I04.8U L=10U AD=7S4.56P AS=7S4.56P PS=224U PD=224U
M20 50 11 2 2 NENHI0 W=31.2U L=10U AD=224.64P AS=224.64P PS=76.8U PD=76.8U
M21 51 11 2 2 NENHI0 W~2.4U L=10U AD=449.28P AS=449.28P PS=139.2U PD=139.2U
M22 52 11 2 2 NENHI0 W~2.4U L=10U AD=449.28P AS=449.28P PS=139.2U PD=139.2U

*
ViFromSubToOulputMinor 5 50 DC OV
VSUPPI 1 0 DC SV
VSUPP2 2 0 DC -SV

*
.ENDS
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•
• SQUARE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WANfED AND AC1UAL OUlPUT VALUE
.SUBCKT SqtW'eCircuit 3 4 8
• 3:input 4:output 8:bias current I
• d g s b
MI S S 6 I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
M2 7 7 3 I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
MJ 4 S 3 I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
M4 4 7 6 I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
MS 3 3 I I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
M6 6 3 I I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
M7 6 6 I I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
M8 3 6 I I PENHIO W=40U L=IOU AD=288P AS=288P PS---94.4U PD=94.4U
•
M9 8 8 2 2 NENHIO W=30U L=IOU AD=216P AS=216P PS=74.4U PD=74.4U
MIO S 8 2 2 NENHIO W=30U L=IOU AD=216P AS=216P PS=74.4U PD=74.4U
Mil 7 8 2 2 NENHIO W=30U L=IOU AD=216P AS=216P PS=74.4U PD=74.4U
MI24 8 2 2 NENHIO W=60U L=IOU AD=432P AS=432P PS=I34.4U PD=I23.4U

•
VSUPPI 1 0 SV
VSUPP2 2 0 -SV
•

.ENDS
•
• SUM ALL SQUARED DIFFERENCES BElWEEN WANfED AND AC1UAL OUlPUT VALUE FOR ONE SAMPlE
.SUBCKT CalcuiateErrorEnergyPerSample 34 100 200 400
• 3:input 4:output l00:Vswitch 2OO:Vswitch 4OO:Vswitch
MIA 3 3 2 2 NENHI0 W=S.2U L=10U AD=37.44P AS=37.44P PD=24.8U PS=24.8U
MIB 311 3 22 NENHIO W=S.2U L=IOU AD=37.44P AS=37.44P PD=24.8U PS=24.8U
MIC 321 3 22 NENHI0 W=S.2U L=IOU AD=37.44P AS=37.44P PD=24.8U PS=24.8U
MID 331 3 22 NENHIO W=S.2U L=IOU AD=37.44P AS=37.44P PD=24.8U PS=24.8U
M2 4 3 2 2 NENHIO W=S.2U L=IOU AD=37.44P AS=37.44P PD=24.8U PS=24.8U
M3A 3 6 I 1 PENHlO W=2OU L=10U AD=l44P AS=I44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U
MJB 310 6 1 I PENHIO W=20U L=IOU AD=144P AS=I44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U
MJC 320 6 1 1 PENHIO W=2OU L=10U AD=l44P AS=I44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U
MJD 330 6 1 1 PENHI0 W=2OU L=10U AD=l44P AS=I44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U
M4 4 6 1 1 PENHI0 W=2OU L=10U AD=l44P AS=l44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U
MS 6 6 1 1 PENHI0 W=20U L=10U AD=l44P AS=l44P PD=S4.4U PS=S4.4U

• switches
XswitchMIB 3 311 100 110 SINGLESWITCH
XswitchM3B 310 3100 110 SINGLESWITCH
XswitchMIC 3 321 200 210 SINGLESWITCH
XswitchM3C 320 3 200 210 SINGLESWITCH
XswitchMID 3 331400 410 SINGlESWITCH
XswitchM3D 330 3 400 410 SINGlESWITCH
• inverted clock signals
XinverteCLKl 100 110 INVER1ER
XinverteCLK2 200 210 INVER1ER
XinverteCLK3 400 410 INVER1ER
•
ISOURCE2 6 0 20UA
VSUPPI 1 0 SV
VSUPP2 2 0 -SV

•
.ENDS
•
•
• ONE OUI'l'Uf OF ONE SAMPlE SATISFIES TIlE STOP CRITERIUM
.SUBCKT OneOutputSatisfiesStopCriterium 3 4 S2
• 3:inputl 4:input2 S2:ou1put
MI 3 3 I 1 PENHI0 W=IOU L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M2 S 3 1 1 PENHI0 W=IOU L=IOU AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M3A 60 II I 1 PENHI0 W=IOU L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M3B 61 7 60 I PENHI0 W=IOU L=IOU AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M4A 9 11 1 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M4B 4 7 9 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
MSA 10 11 1 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
MSB 6 7 10 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M6A 11 11 1 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M6B 7 7 11 1 PENHI0 W=10U L=10U AD=72P AS=72P PD=34.4U PS=34.4U
M7A 3 6 12 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U L=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=2S.6U PS=2S.6U
M7B 12 8 2 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U L=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=2S.6U PS=2S.6U
MSA 6 6 8 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U L=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=2S.6U PS=2S.6U
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M8B 8 8 2 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U 1.=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M9 5 4 2 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U 1.=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
MI061 4 22 NENHI0 W=4.8U 1.=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M11 4 4 2 2 NENHI0 W=4.8U 1.=10U AD=13.28P AS=13.28P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
•
M18 62 61 1 1 PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=51.84P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M19 62 61 2 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AI>=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
XIA 51536162 SINGLESWITCH
XIB 51 55 62 61 SINGLESWITCH
X2A 54 52 61 62 SINGLESWITCH
X2B 55 52 62 61 SINGLESWITCH
•
M12 50 5 1 1 PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=51.84P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M13 51 5(} 1 1 PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=51.84P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M14 54 53 1 1 PENHlO W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=51.84P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M15 5(} 5 2 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AI>=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M16 515022 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M1754 53 2 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U

•
lSOURCE2 7 2 DC 50UA
VSUPPII 05V
VSUPP2 2 0 -5V

.ENDS
•
.SUBCKT SINGLESWITCH 3 4 6 5
• 3:input 4:oulput 6:clk 5:not(clk)
Ml 4 5 3 1 PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=5l.54P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M2 3 6 4 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
VSUPPII 05V
VSUPP2 2 0 -5V

.ENDS
•
.SUBCKT INVERlER 3 4
• 3:input 4:oulput=inv(input)
M14 3 1 1 PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=51.84P AS=51.54P PD=28.8U PS=28.8U
M2 4 3 2 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS---9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
VSUPPII 05V
VSUPP2 2 0 -5V

.ENDS
•
·OPAMP
.SUBCKT OpAmp 3 4 5
• 3:inputl 4:input2 5:output
Ml 7 3 6 1 PENH4_8 W=48U 1.=4.8U AD=345.6P AS=345.6P PD=110.4U PS=110.4U
M2 8 4 6 1 PENH4_8 W=48U 1.=4.8U AD=345.6P AS=345.6P PD=110.4U PS=110.4U
M3 7 7 2 2 NENH4_8 W=2.4U 1.=4.8U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M4 8 7 2 2 NENH4_8 W=2.4U 1.=4.8U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M6 5 8 2 2 NENH4_8 W=48U 1.=4.8U AD=345.6P AS=34S.6P PD=110.4U PS=110.4U

•
M5 6 9 1 1 PENH4_8 W=2.4U 1.=4.8U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U
M7 5 9 1 1 PENH4_8 W=24U 1.=4.8U AD=172.8P AS=I72.8P J'D=(i2.4U PS=62.4U
M8 9 9 1 1 PENH4_8 W=2.4U 1.=4.8U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PD=25.6U PS=25.6U

•
lSOURCE 9 0 DC 10UA
Clniller 8 5 2pF
VSUPPII 0 5V
VSUPP2 2 0 -5V

.ENDS

•
.SUBCKT NAND 9 10 11 • used at implementation DFlipFlop
• 9. 10:input l1:oolput=nand(inputs)
MIA 11 9 1 1 PENHIO W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=Sl.84P AS=51.84P PS=28.8U PD=28.8U
M2A 11 10 I I PENHI0 W=7.2U 1.=10U AD=Sl.84P AS=51.84P PS=28.8U PD=28.8U
MIB 11 9 12 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PS=25.6U PD=25.6U
M2B 12 10 2 2 NENHI0 W=2.4U 1.=10U AD=9.44P AS=9.44P PS=25.6U PD=25.6U
VSUPPll 05V
VSUPP2 2 0 -5V

.ENDS

•
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.SUBCKT DFlipFiop 3 6 .5 20 22
• 3:iDput 6:Q .5:NOT(Q) 2O:clk 22:set (active low)
Xswitchl 3 4 20 21 SINGLESWITCH
Xnand .5 22 6 NAND
Xinvet1er 4 .5 INVERlER
Xswitch2 6 4 21 20 SINGLESWITCH

•
XincCLK 20 21 INVERTER

.ENDS
•

(see fIgUre 4.18)

·MODEI3
.MODFL NENH4_8 NMOS (Level=2 TOll=42..5N XI=O.3U Vto=O.8.5 Nsub=l.l6El.5 +DeIta=I.43 Nfs=2.64Ell UO=620 Ucrit=.5.2E4 UCJ;p=O.l04
Ld=OU Wd=O.lU
+1Uh=16.5 Js=IM Cgs0=80P Cgdo=8OP Pb=O.8 Fc=O..5 Cj=90U Mj=O..5 Cjsw=330P
+Mjsw=O.33 AI=1 Kf=IE-28 Lambda=O.029)

•
.MODFL PENH4_8 PMOS (Level=2 TOll=42..5N XI=O.O.5U Vto=-O.8.5 Nsub=9.3E1.5
+De1ta=1.93 Nfs=1.36Ell Uo=210 Ucrit=9.4E4 Unp=O.286 Ld=O.2.5U Wd=O.2U
+1Uh=3.50 Ja=IM Cgso=280P Cgdo=280P Pb=O.8 Fc=O..5 Cj=320U Mj=O..5 Cjaw=400P
+Mjsw=O.33 AI=1 Kf=3E-30 Lambda=O.OOI6)

•
.MODFL NENHI0 NMOS (Level=2 TOll=42..5N XI=O.3U Vto--().8.5 Nsub=l.l6El.5 +DeIta=1.43 Nfs=2.64Ell UO=620 Ucrit=.5.2E4 Unp=O.l04
Ld=OU Wd=O.lU
+1Uh=16.5 Ja=IM Cgs0=80P Cgdo=8OP Pb=O.8 Fc=O..5 Cj=90U Mj=O..5 Cjsw=330P
+Mjaw=O.33 AI=1 Kf=IE-28 Lambda=O.OI4)

•
.MODEL PENHI0 PMOS (Level=2 TOll=42•.5N XI=O.O.5U Vto=-O.8.5 Nsub=9.3El.5
+De1ta=1.93 Nfs=I.36Ell Uo=210 Ucrit=9.4E4 Unp=O.286 Ld=O.2.5U Wd=O.2U
+1Uh=3.50 Ja=IM Cgso=280P Cgdo=280P Pb=O.8 Fc=O..5 Cj=320U Mj=O..5 Cjsw=400P
+Mjaw=O.33 Af=1 Kf=3E-30 Lambda=O.0071)
•
.END
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Appendix 2

Cross-coupled quad cell

Vdd

Figure A2.l Cross-coupled quad cell

All transistors operate in sateration mode. For M3 and M6 follows:

1 =nK(V- -v _V)2
6 2 8 T

And

(n+l)*ldc=/1+16

(A2.l)

(A2.2)

(A2.3)

Substitution of both (A2.l) and (A2.2) in (A2.3) gives:

(fl+!)*I,-20flW*J ~ *Jl,-(fl+!)*Itk=O

with v=y+-v·
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Solving the quadratic (A2.4) and dowing the same for M4 and M5, yields:

I,=Idc+'Y .x'+::".x.b-Ilox' Ixl~ (n+1)
2 n

Where :

vx-, =

J2~dC

4n
a=-

n+l

n(n-l)
y---,"","

(n+l)2

For more information see reference [20], [21].
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Appendix 3

Output current of the subtraction circuit

v~
Ml

Figure A3.1 Operational transconductance amplifier

All transistors operate in sateration mode. For Ml and M2 follows:

(A3.1)

(AJ.2)

And

Substitution of both (A3.1) and (A3.2) in (A3.3) gives:

2*[1-V*J2*K */i:-2*[.1.1=0

with v=v+-V·
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(A3.3)

(A3.4)



Solving the quadratic equation (A3.4), yields:

It=":.I +":.V2.K .v.·18.I -2.K.v2
2$$8 V $$

(A3.5)

(A3.6)

(A3.7)

At the subtraction circuit ~s=2*Idc+k'*v2. Where k'=K*n(n-l)/(n+li, and (A3.7) becomes:

(A3.8)

For more information, see reference [20], [21].
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